
Atoms.. molecules and elements

All matter is made up of particles too small to be seen. They are called A_.
There are nearly 100 different sizes of naturally occurring atom. Usually they join
together in small clumps called M . A substance, which is composed,
entirely of just one t)rpe of atom is called an E_.

Scientists have discovered this century that atoms themselves are made up of even
smaller sub atomic particles. The smallest atom is called H_, the next
biggest atom is called H_.

hydrogen, helium.

All atoms consist of a central core called a nucleus surrounded by orbiting particles
calledE-.Thenucleusitselfcanbemadeupofevensmallerparticles
called P and N . In the hydrogen atom, the nucleus
composes of just one P . In the helium atom, the nucleus contains two
P and two N-. Electrons have very little mass and indeed,
we can say that their mass is negligible. The mass of protons and neutrons are too
small to measure in grams. We need another unit. We say that each has a mass
equivalent to one atomic mass unit! The hydrogen atom can be represented by the
symbol:

uto,n'a *ur5:p*n

atomic number:p

H=Symbol for hydrogen

Similarly the helium atom can be represented this way-try showing it below;

' Ouestion: Consider this atom z3s

U
92

How many neutrons would you expect in the nucleus of this atom?
Usually the number of protons=number of electrons-how many electrons does this
atom possess? _

lr
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The relative masses of protons, neutrons and electrons, and their relative electric
charges are as shown;

Proton
Neutron
Electron

Mass (atomic units)
1

1

negligible

Charge
+1
0
-.1

In an atom, the number of electrons (all the negative charges added together) = the
number of protons (all the positive charges added together). The atom has an overall
charge =.--.-.

EveryatominanelemerrthasthesamenumberofP-(atomicnumber).
The total number of P.--.--------.-.--..- and N- in an atom is called the mass
number (or Iielative Atomic Mass). {

The Iargest atom that you will be expected to draw is 40

Ca
20

When drawing this the atomic number=- and therefore it must have
P_ in its nucleus. Then, in order to calculate the number of neutrons, we
must deduct the number of neutrons from the number of protons and neutrons ie

Number of neutrons = atomic mass - atomic number = 40 - 20 =

Now remember, the number of protons = number of E- = 

-

So now we have to draw 20 electrons orbiting around the Calcium nucleus. Each
electron in an atom is at a particular energy level (in a particular shell). The electrons
in an atom occupy the lowest available energy levels (innermost available shells).
Each shell can only hold a certain maximum number of electrons as shown:

Innermost shell = 2
Second shell = 8
Third shell = 8 (for the purposes of GCSE)
Fourth shell = more than 2

In this manner we can draw any atom we wish, up to an atomic mass = 20.

Candidates should be able to draw and represent the electronic structure ofthe first
twenty elements of the periodic table in the following forms:

Calcium 2,8,8,2

When we fill a shell up with
electrons, we start by putting them
as far apart as possible (all have
same negative eharge). Then they
are drawn tosether in pairs.
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Ouesti.oq Draw these atoms in the spacc below:

(a) z (b) zs (er

Li Na
311

(f) :s (g u
CIMg
17 12

p (dl r+

BeN
47:

(e) re
o
I
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Isotopes

We have previously said that an g@! is a substance, which comprises entirely of
just one typelsize of atom e.g. iron, sulphur, oxygen etc. Well, we can be more
specific than this;

An element is made up of just one type of atom that all have the same atomic
number (number of protons).

Ouestion: Refer to a Periodic Table. Complete the table below;

There are three different

protium

types of hydrogen

deuterium tritium

I proton

oneutron

They all have the atomic number = 1 BUT have different numbers of N-__-.
They are different forms/types of hydrogen and are called Isotopes.

Ouestion; Uranium can exist as 2 different isotopes. For each calculate the number
of neutrons in the nucleus;

t

238
neutrons=_ U neutrons=_

92

235
U

92

Blement Number of protons (A.N) Number of neutrons
(R.A.M)

lron
neon

Ouestion; Represent the three



Atoms. molecules. elements and compounds

An A_ is the smallest particle that can exist and can take part in a chemical
reaction. Examples include _, and

A molecule is a small group of atoms chemically bonded together. If all of these
atoms have the same atomic number i.e. number of protons, then they constitute an
E_ e.g. Hz, Oz, Nz. ff the atoms in a molecule are different, then the
substance that they make up is called a C

Question: Complete the following table:

e.g. COz or _.

Atom Name lon Charge on
ion

Molecule Atoms in molecule Is molecule an
element or
compound?

H H+ Hz
o o- HzO
Mg Ms2+ Mezo
CI cl- MsCIz
Na Na+ NaOH
S SO+ 2- MeSOq

Why do atoms form bonds?

An atom usually has too many electrons or too few electrons to be stable.

o An atom that has too many electrons needs to lose them. They are metal
atoms. If an atom loses electrons a positive ion is formed.

r An atom that has too few electrons needs to gain them. These are non-metal
atoms. If an atom gains electrons a negative ion is formed.

Ionic bonds

Positive ions and negative ions attract each other. Each attracts a number of
oppositely charged ions to make a solid giant ionic lattice e.g. sodium chloride and
magnesium oxide.

When ions are separated from each other and allowed to move, carrying a charge with
them, it is possible to get them to conduct electricity. Dissolving sodium chloride in
water to form a solution can do this. Altematively, molten (melted) magnesium oxide
and sodium chloride conduct electricity.

Ouestion: What it the difference between a metal and non-metal atom?

, Ouestion: Explain how the following ions are made (a) positive ion (b) negative ion

Ouestion: Explain how metals and non-metals combine.

MgO
-2
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Ouestion: When do ionic compounds conduct electricity?

The eolden rule of atoms

Atoms like to exist in a way so that their outermost shell of electrons is full. One way
of doing this is to lose or gain electrons. Consider for example the sodium atom

l3

Na (2, 8, 1). See how the innermost shell of lowest energy electrons is filled first.
11

Ovetall charge ot uto* = 1+1 1) + (-1 I) = U
Overall charge on atom = (+t l) + (-10) =+1

erectron configrxation = z, g, i 
electron configwation = 2' I

The sodium atom finds it easier to lose one electron and so produce a full outer
electron shell, which is the second out from the nucleus, than to attract seven electrons
to form an outermost shell with _ electrons which would be the third shell out. By
losing an elecffon all metal atoms acquire an overall positive electric C-.

Hence in new atom, number of protons = ,, = +11 electric charges
number of electrons = =.-10 electric charges

Hence overall charge on new atom with a full outer shell = (+11) + (-10) =

We call atoms which have an overall electric charge of + or - oions'

All metal atoms lose electron/s to become positive ions.

Now lets consider what happens to this electron. Well usually it can be accepted by a

non-metal atom, which enables it to achieve a full outer shell of electrons (stable.

electronic configr.fration i.e. stable arrangement of electrons in its shells).
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Consider the chlorine atom (2, 8, 7)

ovetdl charge = (+lfl + (-14 = CI svernll charge = (+17) + (-18; = -1

rl

eleckou cor:figr.ration of chlorine atom = 2, 8, 7 electton conflgrxatirrrr. of ctdodnr ion = 2,8,8

We can see in the second diagram that if it were to accept the electron from sodium,
then this would produce a negative ion with an overall charge of -1

Now remember positive and negatively charged particles attract one another

o,rerall charge = (+14 +(-18; = -1

orerall charge = (+l l) + (-lS = a1

eleckon confi.guration of soditr.miofi= ?,8

. electron configwation of chlodne ion = 2, B, I

This is a representation of the ionic compound sodium chloride.
The attraction between two ions is called an ionic or electrovalent bond.

e Sodium chloride has a high melting point
o It dissolves in water. Sometimes this water evaporates
r It does not conduct electricity when it is solid.
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The following diagram shows how a magnesium atom can donate two electrons to one
oxygen atom. In doing so they both become electron stable.

Once the electrons have been donated, the new ions look as below:

overall charge = ft14 +(-14 = 0 overall charge = (+q + (-q = 0

,,-T\
{,ff}}\\J /\,/--+ r_/

eleukon configuration of magnesium atom = 2, g, 2

overall chatge = (+14 +(-10) = a2 overall charge = (+q + (-lq = -2

?+
tMcl''

llo11"

electton configruation of magnesium ion = 2, I eleckon configwation of oxygen isn = 2, I

Remember, although they now have the same number of electrons, they also have
different numbers of P- - hence their charges and their different names.

All ionic compounds such as sodium chloride and magnesium oxide are giant
structures comprising of countless billions of ions. Because of the very strong ionic
bondsbetweentJrem,theyhavebothhighB-pointsandhighM-
points. It requires a vast amount of energy to make these ions vibrate and move about
sufficientlysothattheybreaktheB-betweenthemandsocausethe
compound to change its state. They do not conduct electricity when solid because
they do not have free delocalised electrons to allow them to do so.

/T\ \
tl \\
f i ** i'i\\JI
\ \__-,' / ,,

, \*--' /
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OueStion; Now try to represent the ions in calcium chloride below.

The formation of Calcium chloride (CaClz )

The calcium atomp,8, I, Q
needs i.o lose tw,r eleckons [o
have dfi:Il outermost shell of
elect.rons.

Each chlorine atom p, 8, I needs to
obtain just one eleckon to have a firll
outermost shell af eleckons.

The calcium atom loses two electrons, one to each chlorine atom. In doing so the
overall charge on the calcium atom becomes as follows;

+2

Number of protons + number of electrons = (+20) + (18) = +2 i.e. Ca
,-1

For each chlorine atom = (+17) + (-18) = -1 i.e. Cl Phvsical properties
Some of the physical properties of
sodium chloride, calcium chloride and
magnesium oxide are:
(1) Strong attraction between positive
and negative ions so they have high
melting points.
(2) Ions cannot move in the solid so it
does not eonduct electricity.
(3) Ions can move in solution or a
molten liquid so these conduct
electricity.

10
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t cu t?*
This is how we represef,rt a
positive ion. Noie how we lost
ftom its outerflrost shell wtrich
now has no eleckons ifl it.

The overall charge or tftis ion
is now (+20) + (-18) = +2

Ele+tron configrxttion = 2, 8, I

The overall charge on this ion is
now(+17) +(-18) = -1

Elect,ron cor:.figr.xation= 2,8, I

This is how we represent the
negalive ion. Notice how the
oute$rosl, shell of electrons plus
the donated eleckonis show:n.

Remember, if you are asked to draw ionic compounds, Iirst draw the atoms next
to each other and then show them again after forming ions upon donating and
accepting electrons.

11
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Ouestion: In the space below and on the next page draw the following ionic
compounds;

(a) potassium chloride (b) lithium fluoride (c) caleium fluoride (d) sodium
fluoride (e) lithium chloride (0 aluminium chloride

(b) Draw the following atomE lithium and sodium. What do you notice about
these two atoms? Which atom do you think will lose its outermost
electron the easiest?

,

-t

I

t2
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Covalent bondins and the structure of the periodic table

Many compounds are made of molecules containing just non-metal atoms.

Qpg1!!q: Think of as many molecules of this type that you can.

Non-metal atoms bond to each other using covalent bonds!

Consider two hydrogen atoms bonding tog"tt 
", 

to form a hydrogen molecule (Hz).

The first atorn could donate its electron to the second atom, but what would be the
point? Remember, if it did this then the first atom would have no electrons at all and
ideally it wants a full outer shell of electrons! However, lets consider what would
happen if the two electron shells were to overlap.

Drawing ihe hydro gen molecule H,

Draw the atoms close next
to each other and then loop
together eleckons in pairs
rxrtil each atomhas afirll
outermost shell of eleckons.

In stage twu, draw the aloms
together showingihe
outermo st shells overlapping
with the pairs of eleckons
('single covoleni bonds) clo se

to gether.

Now then, each hydrogen atom is sharing an electron so in effect, each atom now has

two electrons in its outermost shell! Why are the two atoms bonded together? Well
the two electrons now spend most of their time in the region between the two nuclei.
Remember,eachnucleihasaP-electricchargewhilsttheelectroncloud
hasaN-electriccharge.Thetwonucleiarethereforeattractedtothe
electron cloud between them = A covalent bond between two atoms.

13
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The coralent bond in
the chlorLre rnslecule
C1:

Stage I

Drawtwo atoms close
t.ogelher and loop together
pairs ofeleckons from each
atom u.rrtil each has a firll
outer shell of elect"rons.

Stage 2 , ^

Then draw the two atoms
together with the outer shel1s

overlapping showing ihe
shuedpair of eleckons.

Altemative ways of expressing the hydrogen molecule and chlorine molecules are
shown below:

-, )O( ..HIH +c#cls
lot ..

Notice that when we are drawing covalent bonds between atoms, we only need to
show the outer shell of electrons for each atom.

I4



Hoiice how we draw the ilnmoruuln
molecule HHr

J

/t rr \
It I
IrJ

IJ\./

Remember from the periodic table, nitrogen has an atomic number - 

-, 

it
therefore has an electronic configurationof2,5 and hence has _ electrons in its
outermost shell. Now show on the diagram above the three pairs of electrons that
need to be shared, and then redraw the atoms below showing overlapping electron
orbits, which show the pairs of electrons within them.

Lets now consider drawing the ammonia molecule (I\rH,

Drawing the oxygen molecule O,

-,+ - - .-iD-/\/\/_\/*\
It\Et-tt o I8{ D }i4\ J F\ J I

J'\I
\-\-J

-:X lr "\ j-'

--l}+\
*,*t \-/ \

//\\tt ^ \l;tutr
L\llt\Jt

YF''/

Siage one, rgain draw two atoms
ofoxygea close toge[her. Each
orygen atom has otriy si1 eleckons
in there outetrnc'st sheil- If we loop
two paits of eleckorrs tagettret,
then hy sharin6 each atom now
has eight electrons in their
outetmost shell which are now fir1l.

The o:tygetr atotrs are tts,,v
botrded hy turc, csvalent borrds
This constitutes a double
covalent bond.

15
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Now try to draw several other covalent molecules.

Here is sttge oae in the fonnation
of the methane molecule. Finish
the drawing of this nrolecule with
stage two in the box undemeath.

Now try drawing the water molecule (II20). From the periodic table, the atomic
number of hydrogen = 1r atomic number of oxygen = 8. First draw these atoms
next to each otherr, and then draw the covalent molecule underneath

t6
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Now try drawing the covalent molecule hydrogen chloride (HCl) underneath.

Groups and trends in the periodic table

There are two types of bonding.

. Ionic bonding. Large crystals are bonded by ionic bonds.

o Covalent bonding. Molecules are bonded by covalent bonds. Examples are

carbon dioxide. which is a gas, and water, which is a liquid. These molecules
have low melting points.

Elements that are in the same group (family) in the periodic table are written in the
same vertical column on the table.

A group of elements is all the elements in a venical column of the periodic table.
These elements have similar chemical properties.

17
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You will now need a complete periodic table in order to answer the following
questions.

peniod=across groupE

r_r_l__

-r*ilrfi
metals

group 1 2 345670

@1@: On the above periodic table, record the metals in group 1.

A period of elements is all the elements in a horizontal row of the periodic table.

ttt
iod= across !roups

transition

metals

group 1 2 345670

Ouestion: Which period is shown in the above periodic table? Record the elements
in that period. 

,

Ouestion: What is a group of elements?

Ouestion: Which elements are in group 2?

per

Ouestion: What is a period of elements?

18
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Question: Which elements are in period 2?

Group numbers

The group number is the same number of electrons in the outer shell.

Group 1 elements have one electron in the outer shell.

Ouestion: In the ,pu"" b"lo* draw the first three atoms in period L;

{
7 I 11

LiBeB
345

As we go down a group, the atomic number (proton number) of the atoms increases.
All the elements in groups 1 and 2 are metals.

Group 7 elements have seven electrons in the outer shell,

I

19
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Ouestion: In the space below draw the first two atoms in period 1:

19 35

FCI
917

Group I elements have eight electrons in the outer shell.

Ouestio{r: In the space below, draw the first three atoms in group 8.

42040
He Ne Ar

21018

How to tell which period an element belonss to

r ff an element has electrons in only one shell it will be found in the first period.

o If an element has electrons in tw6 electrons it will belong to the second period

r ff an electron has electrons in three shells, it will be found irifr" third period.

20
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Ouestion: Complete the following table

Ouestion: To which group does carbon belong, with electron configuration2,4?

Question: Explain why oxygen belongs to group 6.

Element Proton number
and hence number
of electrons

Electron
configuration

Group in periodic
table

Period in periodic
table

Lithium

Fluorine

Chlorine

Helium

Sodium

Potassium

Neon

Argon

Ouestion: Explain why nitrogen belongs to period 2.

Predicting chemical properties

Carbon dioxide and water are simple molecules with weak intermolecular forces
between molecules.

Molecules have weak intermolecular forces between them,

/\t/' -l-i^rfrFO\J \+

The chemical properties of carbon dioxide and water are related to their structurc.

, 4s they harve weak intermolecular forces between the molecules they are easy

.to 
separate so the substances have low melting points.

. As there are no free electrons available they do not conduct electricity.

'@1@: Explain why carbon dioxide has a low melting point.

II

/*]H..
. +l I .\J" / \ --11(*jet_J -- v

, ()
I

Ouestion: Explain why water does not cohduct electricity.

2I
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Oqestiorr: The electronic structure of phosphorus looks like this.

trxplain how the structure of the phosphorus atom shows that it is in group 5'and
period 3 ofthe periodic table.

The group 1 elements

Sodium compounds produce a bright yellow colour against the night sky. Sodium is
an element in the periodic table in the first column. When Dmitri Mendeleev frst put
the elements into an order in his table, he grouped lithium, sodium and potassium
together. We now know these as the group 1 elements.

As we go down a group, the atomic number (proton number) of the atoms increases.

All the elements in groups I andZ are metals. Group 1 metals are special because
they have the following properties;

(1) They are all soft metals. They can be cut with a knife.
(2) They react with the air and water and so are stored under oil.
(3) They all react vigorously with water producing alkalis (hydroxides) and so are

called alkali metals. The reaction is shown below:

Group l metal +water =metal hydroxide (alkali)+water

(4) This reaction becomes more vigorous as we go down group 1

Oucgtiq4: The first Group 1 metal + water reaction is below. On the following page

complete the word equations for the others

Lithium + water = lithium hydroxide + hydrogen

Sodium + water =

Potassium + water =

Rubidium + water =

22
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Ouestion: What do group 1 metals look like when freshly cut?

Ouestion: Why are group 1 metals kept under oil?

Ouestion: Which metal in group 1 is the least reactive?

Did you know?

Sodium hydroxide attaliis produced when sodium is added to water. It is used in
home oven cleaners. ff it gets onto your ha4ds it is very corrosive.

Sodium hydroxide is more dangerous to get into the eyes than acids are. The ions
travel to the back of the eyes and can irreversibly damage the retina!

Properties of the alkali metals

When lithium, sodium and potassium react with water they float on the surface. This
is because their density is less than the density of water.

Hydrogen gas is given off.

As mentioned, the metal reacts with water to form an alkali. This is the hydroxide of
the metal.

o Sodium forms sodium hydroxide.
r Potassium forms potassium hydroxide.

Now as we go down group 1,

o Lithium reacts quickly and vigorously with water.
o Sodium reacts very quickly and vigorously with water
o Potassium reacts extremely vigorously with water and produces a lilac flame.

Ouestion: What do you notice about the melting point and boiling point of the group
1 elements as we 

Fo 
down the group?

@1[!q: Why does sodium float on water?

Ouestion: Which gas is given off when sodium reacts with water? How could you
' test for this gas?

Groun l metal Melting point (C) Boilins point (C)

tLi t79 L3T7

rr Na 98 892
rsK 64 774

23
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Ouestion: Why are the group 1 metals called alkali metals and how does their
reactivity change going down the group?

Predictins how other alkali metals react

ln order to understand this, lets consider the reaction between lithium and water.

water is sometimes represented as folloursi -u-
H," \H

However, usually the mater molecule breakl up (dissociatesJ into

0H {hydroxide ionJ and H {hydrogen ion).

First the lithium atom loses an electron in order to achieve a stable

electronic configuration (full outer shell). This electron is picked up

by the hydrogen ion in lrater

The outer electron of the lithium atom is not strongly attracted to its nucleus and is
more strongly attracted to the passing positively charged hydrogen atom (proton).
This hydrogen atom therefore now has one electron in its outermost shell. The
lithium atom now has a full outermost electron shell, but of course now is a
positively charged ion.

Ouestion; calculate the overall charge on the new lithium ion

24
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Stage 1: The watet mole culE can
exist in this state but. often
spilts inio H+ions and
hydroxide OH- ions.

Stage 2: Iithiurn atom added to q.ater

The hydrogen H+ iotr pulls the outefinosi
electrofl ofthe lithium atom onto ilself.

eleckon configwation = 2, I
H= ionwil.h a

positive charge

t 
/_-\/\

-------*/ n \1t

/r \ /----\f\{\Ittl IHI\ / \" I
\ -/ Stage I \ ,/

This is now a hydrogen atom wrllr one electf,on

,'- \/\//\\t{ \\
{ I Li.k*
itll\\ li
\'.#1\./\*---./-

inits outermost shell

Two hydtogen alons then covalently borrd
together to form a tSidtogen molecule.

The above reaction can be represented as follows

Li (s) + H2O 0) = LiOH (s) + Hz (g)

BUT! This is not a balanced equationl A balanced equation is one where all the same
types of atoms on the left hand side = number of the same type of atoms on the right
hand side ofthe equation.

,,
Consider for instance the hydrogen!

On the left hand side = 2 hydrogen atoms, on the right hand side there are

hydrogen atoms. However, if we put 2 in front of the HzO and? in front of
LioH.,.

Li+ZHzO =2LilO}I+Hz

We are almost there but not quite. Now write out the full balanced equation
for Iithium and water by putting a 2 in front of the lithium as below:
Li + ZLIztO = ZLilOH +Hz '

25



Now consider what happens when we add a group l metal atom to water
which is Iower down that group.

Now considet what wor.ild happen if
we added a latger Broup 1 metal atom
io watet e.g. Na2,8, I to water.

Stage 1: The watet rnolecule catr
exist in ihis state but oflen
spilis into H+ ions and
hydroxide OH- ions.

Stage 2: sodiuru atorq added to water
The hydrogen H+ ion pul1s the outeffiost
altctton ofthe sodium atom ontn itdelf

I,/ zXx- \

/ "r't \
IJ\\

-t t \ l-0)t NuX$'ttt't
\\Ji

\ --ra#" /

-o
H= ionwitft a

positive charge

electrari configuration = 2, 8, 1

Stage 3

This is noqr a hydro*en atom Htth ofle Blect,ron
inits outetmost shell

Two hydtogen atoms then covalently bond
together to fotm t hydtogen molecule.

With bigger and bigger group I metal atoms, there are more shells of electrons
between the positively charged nucleus and the negatively charged outeflnost
electron. These shells make this attraction weaker. This electron is also further
away from the pull of the nucleus.

As a result it becomes easier for the H+ ion to pull this electron away from the
metal atom and the reaction proceeds faster! When the metal atom loses its
electron,and becomes a positively charged ion, we say that it has been oxidised.
(NI-electron=Na+).

Ouestion: For each of the following, finish the word equations. Then
balanced symbol equations undemeath each.

Sodium + water =

write

Potassium + water =

26



Rubidium + water =

Caesium + water =

Francium + water =

Ouestion: Explain why caesium which is lower down group 1 than sodium, reacts
more vigorously with water.

Ouestion: Will the melting point of rubidium be higher or lower than that of
lithium?

Flamins metals!

Flame tests

If we are to test to see if these group 1 metals are in unknown compounds:

(1) Put on safety glasses. Moisten a flame test wire with dilute hydrochloric acid.
This dissolves any contaminants and the wire is then held in the Bunsen flame
until the flame bums away those contaminants and it turns the same colour as

the blue flame.
(2) Dip the flame test wire into the sample of solid chemical.
(3) Hold the flame test wire in a blue Bunsen flame.
(4) Record the colour of the flame in a table.

These group 1 metals have one electron in their outermost shell.

This is why grout' 1 metals have similar properties.

Ouestion: When performing a flame test what is the flame test wire moistened
with and why?

Alkali Metal in the compound Colour the flame turns
Lithium Red

Sodium Yellow
Potassium Lilac

Ouestion: What colour Bunsen flame is the test wire and sample held in?

27



When a flame test is used the outer electron is 'excited' out of its shell and when it
returns a colour is produced. The colours are different because the outer electron
is a different distance from the nucleus in different metals.

Ouestion: Write an equation to show the oxidation reaction for lithium

Group 7 elements

Group 7 elements are known as halogens. Halogens have many uses. Chlorine is
used to sterilise water and to make pesticides and plastics. Iodine is used to
sterilise wounds.

Sodium chloride is used as a preservative, as flavouring in the manufacture of
chlorine.

The halogens

riod= across groups

transition

mEtals

lroup I ? 345670

QueFtion: Use a periodic table to record all the halogens in group 7.

Fluorine, chlorine, bromine and iodine are halogens.

Halogens react vigorously with alkali metals such as sodium and potassium.

The uses of some halogens

Fe

Haloqen Use
Chlorine Sterilise water
Chlorine Make olastics and oesticides
lodine Sterilise wounds
Fluorine Protect asainst tooth decav

Compound containing a halosen
Sodium chloride Use as food oreservative
Sodium chloride Flavourins in food
Sodium chloride Used to make chlorine

28
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GroEp 7 trends

There is a trend in the physical appearance of the halogens at room temperature.
Chlorine is a gas, bromine is a liquid and iodine is a solid.

Reaction$.between alkali metals and haloqgns

When alkali metals react with halogens there is a vigorous reaction. A metal halide is
produced.

r When lithium."*t. *lti, chlorine the metal halide is made is lithium chloride.
Lithium + chlorine =lithium chloride

r When potassium reacts with bromine the metal halide made is potassium
bromide.
Potassium + bromine = potassium bromide.

o When sodium reacts with chlorine the metal halide made is sodium chloride.
Sodium + chlorine = sodium chloride

Ouestion: Which halogen is an orange liquid at room temperature?

Ouestion: What is the appearance of iodine at room temperature?

Ouestion: What metal halide is produced when potassium reacts with bromine?

Balancing equations

Ouestion: Write balanced symbol equations lrnderneath the following word
equations. Remember, group 1 metal atoms can exist as single atoms (you can put
numbers in front to balance). The halogens exist as diatomic molecules e.g. Brz

Lithium + chlorine = lithium chloride

Potassium + bromine = potassium bromide.

Sodium + chlorine = sodium chloride
.,

Ouestion: Why is the formula of chlorine gas Clz?

Ouestion: Why is KCI not written as KClz?
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Haloqens and their order of reactivitv

The order of reactivity of the halogens @Las we go down group 7 (opposite to
the group 1 alkali metals).

This means that:

o Fluorine is more reactive than chlorine
o Chlorine is more reactive than bromine
o Bromine is more reactive than iodine.

, Displacement of halogens tom solutions of their salts

A halogen salt consists of a metal ion bonded to a halogen ion

Ouestion: Complete the following table;

ff halogens are bubbled through solutions of metal halides there are two possibilities,
no reaction, or a displacement reaction.

Name of metal halide
salt

Svmbol for metal ion Symbol for halide ion Formula of metal halide
salt

Potassium chloride K+ cl-
Sodium chloride Na+ cl-
Potassium fluoride K+ F-
Sodium fluoride Na+ F-
Lithium fluoride Li+ F-
Potassium bromide K+ Br-
Lithium bromide Li+ Br-
Sodium bromide Na+ Br-
Potassium iodide K+ I-
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Sodium ctrloride (ad + Fluorine (aq) ----------psodium fluoride (aq) + chlorine (tq)

Sodim chlodde
Na ron

, Bleckon configuration= 2,8, I

The skengiJr of ionic bonds is
dependent up on how close the halo gen
nucleus (+ chuge), can get close to arrd
be attracted by, the outer shell of
eleckorrs of the Nanucleus (-)

S o dim Fluoride (f,q) .+ Ctrlorine (aq) -----;, no re aciion

The cbloride ion is much
bigger than the fluoride ioa.
Its t:ucleus (+) carxrot get
very close to ttre outer shell of
eleckons of tl:e sodiurnion
and so is trot as rtkacted lo il-

as ihe fluotide ion.

The chloride ion carmot
displace the fluoride ion and
so ihete is no displacement
reaction.

-V.a-/iLl\\

/ {\ \.L ,I \ Ls)F Ha4$'ftl1'
I\JJ

\-+#

s o dium fluoride s olution

s o dium fluotide s olution

Nd ion F ion

Summarv

Halogens near the top of group 7 are small and displace larger halogens from
their metal halide solutions.

Halogens near the bottom of group 7 arelarger and cannot displace smaller
halogens from their metal halide solutions

0 .i r:t \.Tlr+
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Ouestion: Use a copy of the periodic table showing group 7 to complete the
following word equations and write the symbol equations underneath.:

(1) Chlorine + potassium bromide
ClZ (aq) + KBr (aq)

(2) Bromine + potassium chloride

(3) Chlorine + sodium iodide

(4) Iorline + sodiunichloride {

(5) Bromine + potassium iodide

Predicting properties

It is possible to predict the properties of other halogens, such as fluorine or astatine,
knowing the properties of the other halogens. This is because the properties follow
trends.

o Halogen atoms get bigger as we go down group 7. Bigger atoms require more
heat and kinetic energy to vibrate sufficiently to break free from each other.

As a consequence, the melting and boiling point of group 7 halogens increase
as we go down the group.

r Halogens have similar properties because when they react each atom gains one
electron to form a negative ion with a stable elecffonic structure.

Fluorine has an electronic structure of 2,7. It gains one electron to become 2, 8.

Chlorine has an electronic structure of 2,8,7. It gains one electron to become 2, 8, 8.

Clz +2e - ICl

The nearer the outer shell is to the nucleus, the easier it is for an atom to gain
one electron. The easier it is to gain the electron, the more reactive the halogen.

' Reduction

If electrons are gained the process is called reduction.

'Brz+2e ,2Br
' Think of oil rig (oxidation is loss (of electrons) and reduction is gain (of electrons).

A molecule of bromine gains two electrons. It now becomes two bromide ions- The
bromide ion is a negative ion. This is reduction.

t
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Halogen Meltins ooint in C Boilins noint in C State

Fluorine
Chlorine -101 -35 gas

Bromine 1 59 liquid
lodine tt4 t84 solid
Astatine

Ouestion: Complete the following table:

Ouestion: Write an ionic equation to show the formation of an iodide ion from a

molecule of iodine.

Line s,Apq[fa

All atoms give off light when heated, although sometimes this light is not visible to
the human eye. A prism can be used to split this light to form a spectrum, and each
element has its own distinctive line spectrum. This technique is known
as spectroscopy. Some examples of what line spectra look like are shown here:

Scientists have used line spectra to discover new elements. In fact, the discovery of
some elements, such as rubidium and caesium, was not possible until the

development of spectroscopy. The element helium was discovered by studying line
spectra emitted by the Sun.

Ouestion: Pure Rubidium and caesium react immediately with moisture and break
down to form the metal hydroxide and hydrogen. Why are they found in a pure form
in stars, which led to their discovery, by spectroscopy?

Electrolvsis

Electrolysis is the process of breaking down compounds in solutions, or when they are

melted, to form two products. One product is formed at a negative electrode, the
other at a positive electrode.

Ions in sulphuric Scid areseparated during electrolysis to make two gases.

Minerals containing aluminium can be melted and then electrolysed to form
aluminium in the aircraft industry. Electrolysis is the process by which ionic

. substances are broken down into simpler substances using electricity. During
electrolysis, metals and gases may form at the electrodes.

Ta understand electralysis, ycu need to know what an ionic substance is.

Ionic substances fcrm when a metal reacts with a non-metal. They contain
charged particies cailed lo*i. Fcr exami:le, sodium ehloride forms when sodium
reacts with chiorine. It cantains pasitively charged scdium ions an"d negatively
charged chloride ions. Ionic substances can be broken down by electricity"
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Fcr electrolysis to work, the i*ns must be fre* to rnove. Ions are free to move
when an ionic substance is dissolved in water ar molten {melted). For example,
*lectricity is passed through copper chloride solution, the copper chloride is

broken dawn to form copper metal and chlorine gas.

*l'-
I
I

l*-"r*.ffi6{#

ffi

positivEtf charged
ion

n Eq atiu E

ElectrEde

ndgatively chargEd
irn

positive
EIEfilrode

Fiai'i'r^lrrcrc

Here is what happens during electrolysis:

Positively charged ions m*ve to the neEative electrode during electraiysis.
Th*y receive elecfrons and are reduced.

Negatively charged ionsrnove to the positive electrode during electrolysis.
They lose electrons and are a-.Xidtr d.

Electrolysis of sodium chloride solution

This is exactly the same as the electrolysis of dilute sulphuric acid. At the cathode
exactly the same reaction takes place:

+
2H + 2e __________+, Hz(g)

At the anode, again exactly the same reaction takes place:

4OH - 4e > ZHzO + Oz (g)

Ouestion: Explain why hydrogen is made at the cathode.

34

Qrestion: Explain why chlorine gas is made at the anode.

At the cathode, the H+ is less reactive than Na+ from the metal reactivity table

The Cl- has a greater charge density than OH- (smaller with same charge)
and so attracted more strongly to the anode.

2Cl- - 2e = Cl2



d
Testing for the gas,es given off during the electrolvsis of sulphuric acid

Sulphuric acid solution can be broken down by electrolysis into hydrogen and oxygen.

To test for the two gases we:

o Hold a lighted splint in hydrogen and it burns with a 'pop'
r Hold a glowing splint in oxygen and it relights the splint.

. Transition elements

Transition metals *" oit"n useful and many have been known since ancient times.
Gold and silver have been used as decorative metals and have had value as currencies
for thousands ofyears. n

:

Liquid mercury has unusual properties and chromium is used in a range of alloys,
which are mixtures of metals.

kon and copper are the most used metals in the transition block because fhey are
strong and conduct electricity.

Transition elements are found in the middle part of the periodic table.

Copper and iron are two transition elements.

o The symbol for copper is Cu.
o The symbol for iron is Fe.

Ouestion: Use a periodic table. Colour in that part which shows the transition
elements below. Record the positions of copper and iron.

period =acroSs gr0ups
_I_t__

transition

metals

group l

Metals have a wide range of properties, which make them useful materials. Gold is
used forjewellery because it does not corrode and it has an appealing colour and
lustre. Copper is used for saucepan base3 because of its good thermal conductivity. It
is also used for wiring because ofits good electrical conductivity.

7
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Metals can withstand forces that try to stretch and pull them apart (high tensile
strength). As a result iron and steel is embedded into concrete to reinforce it.

These metals, however, do not make superconductors. Niobium is a superconductor.
When it is used to levitate trains (magnetic levitation lifts trains above tracks -
reduces effect of friction).

Ouestion: Complete the following table showing the physical properties of metals:

kon is actually harder than copper but copper is a much better conductor. As a result,
copper not iron, is used to make wires, usually in the form of the alloy brass (harder).

plane of metal atoms

In metals tJre positivety charged nucleus is atkacted to the
negatively charged eleckons between t"hem. This constitutes
a metallic bond. If this bond is not very stron6 eleckons can
move between planes of atoms - tJrey become delocalised. It
is these moving eleclrons that caryr hoth eleci.rical tnd heai
enetry ttrough a metal.

Properties of metals

Metals have specific properties that make them suitable for different uses.

A property can be either physical or chemical.

o An example of a physical property is the high thermal conductivity of copper.
Saucepan bases need to be good conductors of heat. This is why copper is
often chosen for the base of the whole of saucepans. Physical properties are

properties a metal possesses because of its normal metallic structure.

o Chemical properties refer to the ability of a metal to bond to other types of
atom. An example is the resistance to attack by oxygen or acids shown by
gold. Copper is also resistant, which is another reason why it.is used for
saucepans.

Pronertv Hieh Low
Lustrous
Hardness

Densitv
Tensile strensth
MeltinE ooint
Boiline ooint
Heat conductor
Electrical conductor
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Ouestion: Complete the following table using the following physical properties:
(a) lustre
(b) hard
(c) high density
(d) high tensile strength
(e) high melting point
(0 high boiling point
(g) good heat conductor
(h) good electrical conductor
(i) malleable (can bend)

O ductile (can be pulled into wires)

Question: Some metals e.g. aluminium are less dense than others. Aluminium has a

low density and is used where this property is important, such as in the aircraft
. industry and also in modern cars. Suggest how this is possible.

Phvsical orooertv Exolanation
If the electroRs are loosely held in the metallic lattice they can
absorb energy, vibrate rapidly and then give off light.

ff the attraction between the positive nucleus and the electrons
between nuclei is strong a lot ofheat energy is needed to
vibrate theses atoms so that they can move about.

ff the attraction between the positive nucleus and the electrons
between nuclei is sffong a lot ofheat energy is needed to
vibrate theses atoms so that thev can move about.

There are many delocalised electrons which can carry heat

energy through the metallic lattice

There are many delocalised electrons which can carry
electrical energy through the metallic lattice

Large atoms and I or atoms that are close together.

Planes of atoms can slide over each other and this allows
metals to bend rather than break or snap.

Atoms are strongly bonded together

The strong bonds between the atoms make them very difficult
to pull apart.

I

Planes of atoms can slide over each other and this allows
metals to be pulled into long thin strands.
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Ouestion: The attraction between the nucleus and the outermost electron of group 1

metals decreases as we go down group 1. Explain how this affects its (a) chemical
properties (b) physical properties

Ouestion: Support the theory of the theory of the structure of metals by explaining
how a metal expands when it is heated.

Ozone

Ozone 03 is an 'allotrope' of oxygen - a fortn of oxygen that is different to O2, the gas

that makes tp 2l per cent of the atmosphere. Ozone is formed from oxygen in a
reversible reaction.

Ozsr*&ffi
ffi)+y*$ r#. :== ultr*viuBt*u** 
ffi $'u*

l&. 0rsroenw{j*.
s###ffi tHEhe{uEstW and atorns

Ozone molecule formation

The ozone layer

The ozone layer is the part of the upper atmosphere where ozone is found in the
highest concentrations. The ozane there absdrbs ultraviolet radiation, preventing most
of it from reaching the ground, This is important because ultraviolet radiation can lead
to skin cancer.

Near the end of the last century, scientists discovered that ozone levels over the
Antarctic were reduced. This discovery was unexpected. Chemists knew that reactive
chlorine atoms could destroy ozone. They also knew that chemicals called
chlorofluorocarbons - CFCs - break down in ultraviolet light to release reactive
chlorine atoms. Scientists used these ideas to explain the low ozone levels.

CFCs were once used widely in insulating foam and aerosol spray-cans. Once
released, they gradually spread through the atmosphere, eventually reaching the ozone
layer. Once therei they destroy ozone. CFCs have now been almost completely
replaced by chemicals that do not cause this damage

Chloride ions are very different. They occur in compounds such as sodium chloride.

. They are not as reactive as the atoms or molecules of the element.

Chlorine atoms can be bonded to other types of atom such as chlorine dioxide. This is
' oxidising and corrosive.

Ouestion: Read the above passage and explain the different forms that chlorine can
exist in.
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